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Redemption. With everything heâ€™d seen and done, Trace Oâ€™Hurley was way past that. And

nothing the flame-haired Irish beauty Gillian Fitzpatrick said could change the fact that he was just a

disillusioned man with nothing left to lose. But somehow Gillian made him believe that he could do

the impossibleâ€•rescue her family, take down a terrorist organization. Ask for forgiveness. Be one

of the Oâ€™Hurleys again. At last.
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One of Nora Roberts' most dynamic family creations is the O'Hurley family. Frank and Mary

O'Hurley are the parents of very talented children and the stage is their home - they are traveling

musicians/singers/dancers and go from performance to performance. Frank and Mary's first born is

Trace, who plays the piano for the family act while his sisters, mother, and father dance and sing. IN

the family chronology, after Trace came a set of triplets: Chantel, Abigail and Maddy. Chantel's story

was told in Skin Deep, Abigail's story was narrated in The Last Honest Woman and Maddy's story

was recounted in Dance to the Piper. In Without a Trace we finally get to learn about the brother of

this group - the quiet one who left the family act and seemed to disappear off the face of the

earth.Trace and his father had always been at odds with each other and as Trace got older, it was

more difficult for him to understand why his father pushed the family the way he did. During one of

these heated arguments, Trace walked away from his family only to be heard from infrequently

since. Trace struck out on his own and didn't want commitments or responsibilities - he was



basically a talented drifter using his musical abilities to provide food and shelter. At a seedy bar in a

foreign country, Trace was approached and became a modern day mercenary/spy. Without a Trace

picks up at the end of this secret agent type career with Trace trying to figure out where he wants

his life to travel next. As fate would have it, into his life walks Gillian Fitzpatrick. Gillian's brother had

disappeared under mysterious circumstances and she needs Trace to help her find him. Of course

the sexual chemistry is there to add spice to this tale of intrigue.
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